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[57] ABSTRACT 

A recording medium cassette being easily miniaturized if 
necessary. and a recording and/or reproducing apparatus. 
such as a VTR. adapted to use the same recording medium 
cassette. The recording medium cassette includes a printed 
wiring board having a plurality of information indicating 
contacts and which is ?xed to the bottom wall of a case of 
the recording medium cassette so that the information indi 
cating contacts are accessible from outside through slots 
formed in the bottom Wall. The recording and/or reproduc 
ing apparatus is provided with a plurality of information 
detecting contacts respectively corresponding to the infor 
mation indicating contacts of the recording medium cassette. 
The information detecting contacts may respectively contact 
the information indicating contacts upon insertion of the 
recording medium cassette into the recording and/or repro 
ducing apparatus so as to enable information to be trans 
ferred therebetween. The VTR is adapted to use both a 
small-sized tape cassette and a large-sized tape cassette. 

M Claims, 16 Drawing Sheets 
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RECORDING MEDIUM CASSETTE AND A 
RECORDING/REPRODUCING APPARATUS 

Matter enclosed in heavy brackets [ ] appears in the 
original patent but forms no part of this reissue speci? 
cation; matter printed in italics indicates the additions 
made by reissue. 

This application is a reissue of application Ser: No. 
08/067,811, ?led May 27, 1993. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

1. Field of the Invention 

The present invention relates to a recording medium 
cassette. and to a recording and/or reproducing apparatus. 
More speci?cally. the present invention relates to a record 
ing medium cassette capable of being optionally provided 
with additional identi?ers and of being easily miniaturized if 
necessary. and having satisfactory appearance. and to a 
recording and/or reproducing apparatus suitable for using 
the same recording medium cassette. 

2. Description of the Related Art 
The related-art recording medium cassette. such as a tape 

cassette a shown in FIG. 20 for use on an 8 mm video tape 
recorder (hereinafter abbreviated to “VTR”). is provided 
with recognition holes indicating pieces of information 
about the magnetic tape including the type of the magnetic 
tape and the thickness of the magnetic tape. 
As shown in FIG. 20. the tape cassette a is provided with 

recognition holes c in the bottom wall b thereof in the 
opposite rear corners. These recognition holes c are allo 
cated to pieces of information including the type of the 
magnetic tape and the thickness of the magnetic tape. 
When the tape cassette a is inserted in a VTR. the 

detecting pins of switches are inserted in the recognition 
holes c. respectively. to read the pieces information on the 
basis of the respective depths of insertion of the detecting 
pins in the recognition holes c. In FIG. 20. indicated at d are 
positioning holes. 

In this related-art tape cassette a. the recognition holes c 
are either open or closed to indicate pieces of information. 
Accordingly. the recognition holes c need to be formed in 
portions of the bottom wall b of the tape cassette a having 
a thickness large enough to form the recognition holes c. 
Consequently. the recognition holes c can be formed only in 
limited areas of the surface of the bottom wall b and the 
restriction holes c diminishes the area of the surface of the 
bottom wall b available for other uses. 

Furthermore. if the recognition holes need to be formed in 
the opposite comers of the rear side of the bottom wall. the 
positions of the recognition holes of a small-sized tape 
cassette on the VTR and those of the corresponding recog 
nition holes of a large-sized tape cassette on the same VTR 
are different from each other. 

Accordingly. a VTR which is designed to use both the 
small-sized tape cassette and the large-sized tape cassette 
must be provided with two sets of switches. namely. one set 
of switches for the recognition holes of the small-sized tape 
cassette and another set of switches for the recognition holes 
of the large-sized tape cassette. or one set of switches which 
can be shifted according to the size of the tape cassette. Such 
an arrangement of the switches makes the construction of 
the VTR complex. 

Since each recognition hole is allocated to a single piece 
of information. the number of recognition holes increases 
with the increase of the number of pieces of information. 
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2 
increasing area and volume necessary for forming the rec 
ognition holes. which makes the miniaturization of the tape 
cassette dil?cult. 

Fm'ther. since the recognition holes c are identi?ed by 
physical items such as position and depth thereof. identi?ers 
which are not taken into consideration when prescribing a 
format cannot be added. 

Furthermore. a large number of recognition holes spoils 
the appearance of the bottom surface of the tape cassette. 

Recording medium cassettes provided with an IC chip for 
storing information about the recording medium cassettes 
have been proposed. for example. in: 
US Pat. No. 4.338.644 Jul. 6. 1982 (Theophiel C. J. L. 

Starr) 
US. Pat. No. 4.383.285 May 10. 1983 (Theophiel C. J. L. 

Starr) 
US. Pat. No. 4.426.684 Jan. 17. 1984 (Claude Sechet et 

al.) 
US. Pat. No. 4.839.875 Jul. 13. 1989 (Zenkichi Kuriyama 

et al.) 
Although these previously proposed recording medium 

cassettes facilitate storing information about the recording 
medium cassettes. the IC chip increases the cost of the 
recording medium cassettes. 

SUMIVIARY OF THE INVENTION 

Accordingly. it is an object of the present invention to 
provide a recording medium cassette capable of being 
optionally provided with additional information and of 
being formed in a relatively small size. and having satisfac 
tory appearance. 
A second object of the present invention is to provide a 

recording medium cassette having an information indicating 
means for indicating information about the recording 
medium. facilitating the detection of the information. 
A third object of the present invention is to provide a 

recording/reproducing apparatus or a reproducing apparatus 
capable of using such a recording medium cassette. 
A recording medium cassette in accordance with the 

present invention has a case provided with a plurality of 
exposed information indicating contacts. and a recording] 
reproducing apparatus or a reproducing apparatus in accor 
dance with the present invention is provided with a plurality 
of information detecting contacts respectively correspond 
ing to the plurality of information indicating contacts of the 
recording medium cassette. and a power supply having an 
output terminal connected to one of the plurality of infor 
mation detecting contacts. 

In one aspect of the present invention. a recording 
medium cassette capable of being used on a compatible 
recording/reproducing apparatus capable of using at least 
two kinds of recording medium cassettes differing in size 
from each other is provided with information indicating 
means which coincides with those of another recording 
medium cassette of a different size when the mouth thereof 
coincides with that of the latter recording medium cassette. 

In another aspect of the present invention. a recording/ 
reproducing apparatus capable of using both recording 
medium cassettes differing in size from each other and of 
positioning those different recording medium cassettes with 
their mouths positioned at a fixed position therein. and 
provided with a ?xed information detecting means capable 
of detecting pieces of information indicated by the informa 
tion indicating contacts of either of the recording medium 
cassettes. 
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Since the information indicating contacts are exposed. the 
thickness of the recording medium cassette need not be very 
large. and the information indicating contacts are not highly 
subject to positional restrictions. The recording medium 
cassette can be miniaturized because the information indi— 
cating contacts may be formed in a relatively small size in 
a relatively small area. 
When each information indicating contact is used for 

indicating a bit of a signal instead of allocating the infor 
mation indicating contact to one of the identi?ers identifying 
the category of the recording medium cassette. a compara 
tively large number of pieces of information can be indicated 
by a comparatively small number of information indicating 
contacts; for example. eight identi?ers by three indication 
indicating contacts. i.e.. three bits. and sixteen identi?ers by 
four indication indicating contacts. i.e.. four bits. 

Identifiers which are not taken into consideration when 
prescribing a format can be easily added to the format 
without modifying or without changing the size of the 
recording medium cassette. which enhances the extendibil 
ity of the format. 

Since the information indicating contacts do not need too 
many holes formed in the case of the recording medium 
cassette need not be provided with too many holes. the 
information indicating contacts do not spoil the appearance 
of the recording medium cassette. 

Since the positions of the information indicating contacts 
of the large-sized recording medium cassette in accordance 
with the present invention on the recording/reproducing 
apparatus are the same as those of the corresponding infor 
mation indicating contacts of the small-sized recording 
medium cassette in accordance with the present invention. 
the recording/reproducing apparatus needs only a single 
information detecting means. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED 
EMBODIMENTS 

The above and other objects. features and advantages of 
the present invention will become more apparent from the 
following description taken in connection with the accom 
panying drawings. in which: 

FIG. 1 is a bottom view of a small-sized video tape 
cassette in a state where the shutter thereof is closed; 

FIG. 2 is a bottom view of the small-sized video tape 
cassette of FIG. 1 in a state where the shutter is opened; 

FIG. 3 is a horizontal sectional view of the small-sized 
video tape cassette of FIG. 1', 

FIG. 4 is an enlarged sectional view of an essential portion 
of the video tape cassette of FIG. 1; 

FIG. 5 is an enlarged perspective view of a printed wiring 
board; 

FIG. 6 is a bottom view of a video tape cassette in a 
preferred embodiment according to the present invention in 
a state where the shutter thereof is closed; 

FIG. 7 is a bottom view of the video tape cassette of FIG. 
6 in a state where the shutter is opened; 

FIG. 8 is a horizontal sectional view of the video tape 
cassette of FIG. 6; 

FIG. 9 is an enlarged sectional view of an essential portion 
of the video tape cassette of FIG. 6; 

FIG. 10 is an enlarged perspective view of a printed 
wiring board provided with information indicating contacts; 

FIG. 11 is a schematic perspective view of a recording] 
reproducing apparatus in a preferred embodiment according 
to the present invention; 
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4 
FIG. 12 is an enlarged perspective view of a connector 

serving as an information detecting means; 
FIG. 13 is a plan view of the connector of FIG. '12. 
FIG. 14 is a sectional view taken on line XIV——XIV in 

FIG. 13; 
FIG. 15 is a connection diagram of an information reading 

system; 
FIG. 16 is a plan view of the recording/reproducing 

apparatus of FIG. 11. in which a large-sized video tape 
cassette and a small-sized video tape cassette are superposed 
hypothetically one over the other on the recording/ 
reproducing apparatus; 

FIG. 17 is an enlarged perspective view of a printed 
wiring board provided with information indicating contacts 
employed in a video tape cassette in another embodiment 
according to the present invention; 

FIG. 18 is a block diagram of an information reading 
system for reading information indicated by the information 
indicating contacts of the printed wiring board of FIG. 17'. 

FIG. 19 is a circuit diagram of a voltage comparator 
included in the recording/reproducing apparatus of FIG. 11; 
and 

FIG. 20 is a bottom view of a related-art recording 
medium cassette. 

DETAJLED DESCRIPTION OF THE 
PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS 

The present invention will be described as applied to a 
video tape cassette and to a VTR which uses the video tape 
cassette. 

Referring to FIGS. 1 to 4. a small-sized video tape 
cassette 1 has a case 2 having a laterally elongate rectangular 
shape and formed by joining together a top half case 3 and 
a bottom half case 4. A pair of tape reels 6 are supported for 
rotation within the case 2. and a magnetic tape 5 having 
opposite ends fastened to the pair of tape reels 6 is held on 
the pair of tape reels 6. Formed in the bottom wall 8 of the 
case 2 are a pair of laterally spaced through holes 7 for 
receiving the bosses 9 of the tape reels 6 so that splined holes 
9a formed in the bosses 9 are accessible from outside. A 
shutter 10 is supported slidably on the inner surface of the 
bottom wall 8 of the bottom half case 4. The shutter 10 is 
provided with a pair of laterally spaced through holes 11. 
When the shutter 10 is at its closed position. the through 
holes 11 thereof are dislocated from the through holes 7 of 
the case 2 to conceal the splined holes 9a of the tape reels 
6. When the shutter 10 is shifted to its open position. the 
through holes 11 thereof coincide with the through holes 7. 
respectively. so that the splined holes 9a of the tape reels 6 
are exposed through the through holes 7 and 11. Tape outlets 
12 are formed in the front wall of the case 2 at positions near 
the opposite ends of the front wall of the case 2. respectively. 
A mouth 13 opening toward the front and downward is 
formed between the tape outlets 12 in the front portion of the 
case 2. A portion of the magnetic tape 5 extends between the 
tape outlets 12 along the front side of the mouth 13. A 
turning lid 14 is supported pivotally in the front portion of 
the case so as to cover the front side of the case 2. A shallow. 
rectangular recess 15 is formed in the inner surface of the 
bottom wall 8 of the case 2 at the middle of the rear portion 
of the bottom wall 8. Contact slots 6 are formed in the 
bottom wall 8 of the case 2 in the recess 15 in a lateral 
arrangement. 

Referring to FIG. 5. a printed wiring board 17 has a 
rectangular shape substantially exactly ?tting the recess 15. 
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Rectangular contacts 18. i.e.. contacts 18a. 18b. 18c and 18d 
in this embodiment. are formed on the lower surface of the 
printed wiring board 17 in a lateral arrangement so that the 
contacts 18 coincide with the contact slots 16 of the case 2. 
respectively. when the printed wiring board 17 is ?tted in the 
recess 15. The contacts 18 are gold-plated to secure dura 
bility and reliability. A wiring pattern 19 of a conductive 
material is formed on the lower surface of the printed wiring 
board 17. In this embodiment. the contacts 18a and 18c are 
interconnected by the wiring pattern. 
The printed wiring board 17 is ?tted in the recess 15 of the 

case 2 with its lower surface provided with the contacts 18a. 
18b. 18c and 18d and the wiring pattern 19 facing down and 
?xed to the bottom wall 8 with an adhesive or by welding. 
When ?xing the printed wiring board 17 to the bottom wall 
8 of the case 2 by welding. pins (not shown) formed on the 
bottom surface of the recess 15 of the case 2 are inserted 
through holes formed in the printed wiring board 17. and 
then the protruding portions of the pins are hot-pressed. 
To ensure the ?xation of the printed wiring board 17 to the 

case 2. ribs (not shown) may be formed on the inner surface 
of the top half case 3 so that the ribs press down the printed 
wiring board 17 against the bottom surface of the recess 15 
when the top half case 3 and the bottom half case 4 are 
joined together. 

Referring to FIG. 6. a large-sized tape cassette 20. which 
is larger than the small-sized tape cassette 1. is substantially 
the same in construction as the small-sized tape cassette 1. 
except that the large-sized tape cassette 20 is provided with 
a printed wiring board at a position di?‘erent from that of the 
printed wiring board 17 of the small-sized tape cassette 1. 
The large-sized tape cassette 20 has a case 21 having the 

shape of a laterally elongate. rectangular. ?at box. A pair of 
tape reels 23 are supported for rotation within the case 21. 
and a magnetic tape 22 is held on the tape reels 23. A portion 
of the magnetic tape 22 extends between tape outlets 24 
along the front side of a mouth 25. 

Splined holes 26a formed in the bosses 26 of the reels 23 
are accessible from outside through through holes 28 formed 
in the bottom wall 27 of the case 21. and through holes 30 
formed in a shutter 29 when the shutter 29 is at its open 
position. The front side of the case 21 is covered with a lid 
31. 
A shallow recess 32 is formed in the inner surface of the 

bottom wall 27 of the case 21 at a position slightly to the rear 
from the central portion of the inner surface of the bottom 
wall 27. The recess 32 is substantially the same in size and 
depth as the recess 15 of the small-sized tape cassette 1. 
Contact slots 33 are formed in the bottom wall 27 of the case 
21 in the recess 32. 

Aprinted wiring board 34. which is substantially identical 
with the printed wiring board 17. is provided with contacts 
35 and a wiring pattern 36 of a conductive material on its 
lower surface. The printed wiring board 34 is ?xedly ?tted 
in the recess 32 with its lower surface facing down and with 
the contacts 35 coinciding respectively with the contact slots 
33. 
As shown in FIG. 16. in which the small-sized tape 

cassette 1 and the large-sized tape cassette 20 are superposed 
hypothetically one over the other on a VTR 41 (see FIG. 11) 
designed for using either of the small—sized tape cassette 1 
or the large-sized tape cassette 20. the respective months 13 
and 25 of the tape cassettes 1 and 20 coincide with each 
other. Therefore. VTR 41 needs a single set of tape operating 
system and the arrangement and operation of the component 
members of the tape operating system of the VTR 41 are 
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6 
simple. In FIG. 16. there are shown a magnetic head cylinder 
37. a capstan 38. a pinch roller 39 and guide rollers 40. 

Thus. the position of the mouth 13 of the small-sized tape 
cassette 1 in the VTR 41 and that of the mouth 25 of the 
large-sized tape cassette 20 in the VTR 41 coincide with 
each other. and the positions of the contacts 18 of the printed 
wiring board 17 of the small-sized tape cassette 1 in the VTR 
41 and those of the contacts 35 of the printed wiring board 
34 of the large-sized tape cassette 20in the VTR 41 coincide 
with each other. 
An information detecting system for detecting pieces of 

information indicated by the contacts 18 or 35 will be 
described hereinafter. 

Referring to FIGS. 11 and 16. the VTR 41 has a cabinet 
42. a mechanical chassis 43 disposed within the cabinet 42. 
mechanical components including the magnetic head cylin 
der 37 and reel tables 44 are mounted on the mechanical 
chassis 43. and a connector 45 ?xedly disposed on the 
mechanical chassis 43 at a position corresponding to the 
contacts 18 (35). As indicated by the arrows in FIG. 16. the 
reel tables 44 are shifted between positions for supporting 
the reels 6 of the small-sized tape cassette 1 and positions for 
supporting the reels 23 of the large-sized tape cassette 20. 

Referring to FIGS. 12 and 13. the connector 45 comprises 
a casing 46. detecting contacts 56 and a shaft 60 pivotally 
supporting the detecting contacts 56 on the casing 46. 
The casing 46 is formed of an insulating material. such as 

a synthetic resin. and is provided with a recess 47 opening 
upward and backward. Grooves 48 are formed in the front 
portion of the bottom surface of the recess 47 to form an 
overhang 49 at the front end of the recess 47. Support walls 
50 are arranged laterally at regular intervals along the rear 
end of the recess 47 to form spaces 51 therebetween and the 
side walls of the recess 47 and the support walls 50. 
Positioning recesses 52 are formed in the overhang 49 at 
positions respectively corresponding to the spaces 51. An 
attaching lug 53 provided with a through hole 53a projects 
from the middle of the front end of the casing 46. and a 
positioning lug 54 provided with a recess 54a opening 
rearward projects rearward from the middle of the rear end 
of the casing 46. Through holes 55 are formed in the lower 
wall of the casing 46 at positions between the spaces 51 and 
the positioning recesses 52. respectively. 
The detecting contacts 56 are formed by bending a 

conductive spring wire in the shape of a torsion coil spring. 
Each detecting contact 56 has a coil portion 57. a lower arm 
58 and an upper arm 59. The free end of the lower arm 58 
is bent down at right angles to form a connecting end 58a. 
The front portions of the upper arms 59 are bent down in the 
shape of an inverted letter V to form contact portions 59a. 
The extremities 59b of the upper arms 59 extend substan 
tially horizontally. 
The coil portions 57 of the detecting contacts 56 are ?tted 

in the spaces 51 of the casing 46 with the lower arms 58 
extended along the bottom surface of the recess 47 of the 
casing 46 and the extremities of the connecting portions 58a 
projecting downward from the bottom surface of the casing 
46. The extremities of the contact portions 59a of the upper 
arms 59 are vertically movable in the positioning recess 52. 
The extremities 59b of the upper arms 59 underlie portions 
of the lower surface of the overhang 49 in front of the front 
ends of the positioning recess 52. Since the coil portions 57 
are held in place and the upper arms 59 tend to turn upward 
when not depressed. the extremities 59b of the upper arms 
59 are held in contact with the lower surface of the overhang 
49 to determine the vertical position of the upper arms 59. 










